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Magic Every Month
A proven program for enhancing students' thinking and comprehension abilities
Visible Thinking is a research-based approach to teaching thinking, begun at
Harvard's Project Zero, that develops students' thinking dispositions, while at the
same time deepening their understanding of the topics they study. Rather than a
set of fixed lessons, Visible Thinking is a varied collection of practices, including
thinking routines?small sets of questions or a short sequence of steps?as well as
the documentation of student thinking. Using this process thinking becomes visible
as the students' different viewpoints are expressed, documented, discussed and
reflected upon. Helps direct student thinking and structure classroom discussion
Can be applied with students at all grade levels and in all content areas Includes
easy-to-implement classroom strategies The book also comes with a DVD of video
clips featuring Visible Thinking in practice in different classrooms.

Beverly, Right Here
Revisiting once again the world of Raymie Nightingale, two-time Newbery Medalist
Kate DiCamillo turns her focus to the tough-talking, inescapably tenderhearted
Beverly. Beverly put her foot down on the gas. They went faster still. This was what
Beverly wanted — what she always wanted. To get away. To get away as fast as
she could. To stay away. Beverly Tapinski has run away from home plenty of times,
but that was when she was just a kid. By now, she figures, it’s not running away.
It’s leaving. Determined to make it on her own, Beverly finds a job and a place to
live and tries to forget about her dog, Buddy, now buried underneath the orange
trees back home; her friend Raymie, whom she left without a word; and her mom,
Rhonda, who has never cared about anyone but herself. Beverly doesn’t want to
depend on anyone, and she definitely doesn’t want anyone to depend on her. But
despite her best efforts, she can’t help forming connections with the people around
her — and gradually, she learns to see herself through their eyes. In a touching,
funny, and fearless conclusion to her sequence of novels about the beloved Three
Rancheros, #1 New York Times best-selling author Kate DiCamillo tells the story of
a character who will break your heart and put it back together again.
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Long Way Down
30 Graphic Organizers for the Content Areas Grades 5-8
Award-winning children’s book creator Wallace Edwards explores popular idioms in
comical and unexpected ways. Each page is a rich puzzle to keep you guessing
again and again.

Idioms Organiser
"Good writing is more than we say; it is how we say it. This book shows how to
master fifty key target skills that will improve their writing and raise heir
assessment scores."--Editor.

The Vocabulary Book
Give me a hand . . . hold your tongue . . . scream your lungs out . . . what's a kid to
do if he wants to keep all his body parts in place? Well, one thing is for sure, he'll
have to be creative. Like, if you want to keep your heart from breaking, just make
sure it's well padded and protected by tying a pillow around your chest. Want to
keep your hands attached? Simple-stick them on with gloves and lots of glue. Just
be careful not to laugh your head off!

Floss
This resource is designed to be robust and relevant to the real world, helping
students prepare themselves for life beyond school. Students will gain regular
practice through these quick activities. Perfect for additional practice in the
classroom or at h

30 Graphic Organizers for Reading, Grades 5-8
Inspire brainy learners and critical thinkers with these activities, designed to be
completed inside and outside of the classroom. This resource provides learning
opportunities focused on essential fifth grade skills that get to the core of reading,
writing, and mathematics. Each engaging activity offers relevant, real-world
practice using complex literary and informational text, fun math problems, and
creative writing prompts that build the foundational skills students need to become
well-rounded learners.

Owl Moon
Program designed for struggling readers and provides direct reading and writing
instruction using high interest literature.

Vocabulary Acquisition and Use: Idioms and Adages Practice
This new second edition includes two entirely new chapters on selecting
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vocabulary words for study and vocabulary instruction for English Language
Learners. In addition, every chapter has been substantially updated to incorporate
discussion of next-generation standards. Incorporating the newest research in
vocabulary acquisition into the four-part model of vocabulary instruction that made
the first edition a bestseller, this edition emphasizes vocabulary as an important
tool in meeting the needs of increasingly diverse students K-12. It also includes
new instructional approaches to teaching vocabulary that have been developed
and classroom-tested since the release of the first edition.

Catching the Moon
Floss lives in the city and loves to go to the park and play ball with the children.
But her owner's son is a farmer and needs a new sheepdog, so the border collie
moves to a Northumberland farm and must learn how to round up the sheep.
Children will love hearing about the rural adveritures of Floss in this stunning
picture book with accompanying CD read by actor Martin Jarvis.

The Hundred Dresses
Move beyond boring word drills and vocabulary quizzes with Active Word Play! The
31 engaging games and activities in Active Word Play encourage students in
grades four and up to make new vocabulary words their own. As students actively
work with words, the connections they make help them understand and retain the
words they are learning. Jane Feber's active-engagement approach infuses Active
Word Play with the same enthusiasm your students will experience when they play
these games and create make-and-takes that promote long-term retention of new
vocabulary words. Step-by-step instructions, illustrations, and templates-as well as
lists of common roots, prefixes, and suffixes-make this a ready-to-go resource
you'll use over and over. You just choose the words from literature or content-area
and basal texts that fit your instructional needs. Students will have as much fun
learning the new words as you will teaching them!

Scholastic Dictionary of Idioms
The spirited story of Marcenia Lyle, the African American girl who grew up to
become “Toni Stone,” the first woman to play for an all-male professional baseball
team.

Academic Writing With Graphic Organizer Concept
Provides fresh, new graphic organizers to help students read, write, and
comprehend content area materials. Helps students organize and retain
information.

The Threads of Reading
The Giggly Guide to Grammar is the life's work of a dedicated language arts
teacher with a life-sized sense of humor and the hand of an artist. Cathy Campbell
has both illustrated and long tested the exercises in this guide with her 9th grade
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students in The Woodlands, Texas. It's a lighthearted and ludicrous guide to the
essential elements of language and grammar (with a few writing tips tossed into
the mix). It's Shel Silverstein meets Strunk and White and the results are both
hilarious and instructive. Tried and true, and everyone a delight, there isn't a
serious sentence in the group. But this is a dead-serious grammar book with the
heart of a clown. Lessons include: parts of speech, subject-verb agreement, parts
of the sentence, clauses of all kinds, quotation marks and italics and much more.
The Deluxe Teacher's Guide has a CD-Rom that includes a full answer set, posters
for the classroom and a set of transparency-ready exercises for each of the
chapters.

90 Miles to Havana
A Newbery Medal Winner For over thirty-five years, Ellen Raskin's Newbery Medalwinning The Westing Game has been an enduring favorite. This highly inventive
mystery involves sixteen people who are invited to the reading of Samuel W.
Westing's will. They could become millionaires-it all depends on how they play the
tricky and dangerous Westing game, a game involving blizzards, burglaries, and
bombings Ellen Raskin has created a remarkable cast of characters in a puzzleknotted, word-twisting plot filled with humor, intrigue, and suspense. Winner of the
Newbery Medal Winner of the Boston Globe/Horn Book Award An ALA Notable Book
A School Library Journal One Hundred Books That Shaped the Century "A
supersharp mysteryconfoundingly clever, and very funny." --Booklist, starred
review "Great fun for those who enjoy illusion, word play, or sleight of hand." --The
New York Times Book Review "A fascinating medley of word games, disguises,
multiple aliases, and subterfuges--a demanding but rewarding book." --The Horn
Book

The Westing Game
A much-needed resource for teaching English to all learners The number of English
language learners in U.S. schools is projected to grow to twenty-five percent by
2025. Most teachers have English learners in their classrooms, from kindergarten
through college. The ESL/ELL Teacher?s Survival Guide offers educators practical
strategies for setting up an ESL-friendly classroom, motivating and interacting with
students, communicating with parents of English learners, and navigating the
challenges inherent in teaching ESL students. Provides research-based
instructional techniques which have proven effective with English learners at all
proficiency levels Offers thematic units complete with reproducible forms and
worksheets, sample lesson plans, and sample student assignments The book?s ESL
lessons connect to core standards and technology applications This hands-on
resource will give all teachers at all levels the information they need to be effective
ESL instructors.

5th Grade Practice
Take your students on a learning-packed trip across the U.S. with books they’ll
love! This resource includes background information, activity ideas, reproducibles,
and Internet connections to help you use 35 great novels as springboards to social
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studies learning. A great way to get your kids to read more deeply—and learn
about the seven U.S. regions. For use with Grades 4-8.

Good Work, Amelia Bedelia
On a winter's night under a full moon, a father and daughter trek into the woods to
see the Great Horned Owl.

Monkey Business
If you already have a strong grasp on the Common Core and are eager to do
something about it, this book's research-based strategies will help you respond to
the demands of the new standards, particularly the English language arts
standards that affect every subject area and grade level. Drawing from the
research on which classroom strategies are your "best bets" for improving student
achievement, the authors provide what you need to reinforce the Common Core in
your lessons, including: a rationale for using each strategy to address the goals of
the common core; research that supports the use of each strategy; steps for
implementing each strategy in the classroom; sample lessons in multiple grade
levels and subjects; and planning considerations to make certain your use of the
strategy helps students become better at reading, understanding, using, and
communicating rigorous texts. This practical book's teaching recommendations
and sample lessons draw on six tips for inspired instruction that ensure your
lessons capture students' interest, deepen their understanding, and extend their
thinking about required course content. --Publisher description.

Great Source Sourcebooks
This must-have resource encourages fourth grade students to reinforce their
knowledge of mathematical and language arts grade-level skills! Focusing on
specific Common Core Standards, this resource is designed to be robust and
relevant to the real world, helping students prepare themselves for life beyond
their educational careers. Students will gain regular practice through the quick
activities found in each book. Perfect for additional practice in the classroom or at
home! The book contains a Teacher Resource CD with PDFs of the activity pages.
This resource was developed with Common Core State Standards as its foundation
and is aligned to the interdisciplinary themes from the Partnership for 21st Century
Skills.

Nothing But the Truth
Thirty popular expressions such as "straight from the horse's mouth" and "white
elephant" are amusingly explained and illustrated.

The Core Six
Provides fresh, new graphic organizers to help students read, write, and
comprehend content area materials. Helps students organize and retain
information.
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Bright & Brainy: 5th Grade Practice
An alphabetical listing of common figures of speech, along with their definitions
and origins.

The ESL / ELL Teacher's Survival Guide
IDIOMS ORGANISER is the most comprehensive idioms practice book for
intermediate and advanced students. It is ideal for all students preparing for the
FCE, CAE, Proficiency, and TOEFL exams. IDIOMS ORGANISER takes this difficult
area for students and organises it in such a way that students at last can make
sense of it.

60 Must-Have Graphic Organizers, Grades K - 5
Proven methods for teaching reading comprehension to all students The Literacy
Cookbook is filled with classroom-tested techniques for teaching reading
comprehension to even the most hard-to-reach students. The book offers a review
of approaches that are targeted for teaching reading, writing, speaking and
listening skills. The book also includes information on how to connect reading,
writing, and test prep. Contains accessible and easy-to-adopt recipes for
strengthening comprehension, reading, writing, and oral fluency. Terrific resources
are ready for download on the companion website. The materials in this book are
aligned with the English Language Arts Common Core Standards The website
includes an ELA Common Core Tracking Sheet, a handy resource when writing or
evaluating curriculum.

The Giggly Guide to Grammar
Cesar Chavez is known as one of America's greatest civil rights leaders. When he
led a 340-mile peaceful protest march through California, he ignited a cause and
improved the lives of thousands of migrant farmworkers. But Cesar wasn't always
a leader. As a boy, he was shy and teased at school. His family slaved in the fields
for barely enough money to survive. Cesar knew things had to change, and he
thought that--maybe--he could help change them. So he took charge. He spoke up.
And an entire country listened. An author's note provides historical context for the
story of Cesar Chavez's life.

35 Best Books for Teaching U.S. Regions
When Julian's parents make the heartbreaking decision to send him and his two
brothers away from Cuba to Miami via the Pedro Pan operation, the boys are thrust
into a new world where bullies run rampant and it's not always clear how best to
protect themselves. 90 Miles to Havana is a 2011 Pura Belpre Honor Book for
Narrative and a 2011 Bank Street - Best Children's Book of the Year.

The Censors
Graphic organizers are tried-and-true, effective teaching tools. The blank
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organizers in 60 Must-Have Graphic Organizers are ready to go: teachers of grades
K–5 need to supply only the topics. Students can use these reproducible organizers
to practice pre-writing skills, identify story elements, collect and sort information,
organize schedules, and solve problems. This 128-page book is packed with
teacher-generated ideas for multiple subject-area uses that can be adapted for
students of varied ages, abilities, and learning styles, as well as for individual and
whole-class needs.

Brothers at Bat
In this new guide in the Mastering the Principles of Great Teaching series, Robyn R.
Jackson takes you through the process of planning rigorous instruction--what great
teachers do to ensure students not only pass big tests but also become engaged
learners, effective problem solvers, and critical thinkers.

Harvesting Hope
“An intense snapshot of the chain reaction caused by pulling a trigger.” —Booklist
(starred review) “Astonishing.” —Kirkus Reviews (starred review) “A tour de force.”
—Publishers Weekly (starred review) A Newbery Honor Book A Coretta Scott King
Honor Book A Printz Honor Book A Los Angeles Times Book Prize Winner for Young
Adult Literature Longlisted for the National Book Award for Young People’s
Literature Winner of the Walter Dean Myers Award An Edgar Award Winner for Best
Young Adult Fiction Parents’ Choice Gold Award Winner An Entertainment Weekly
Best YA Book of 2017 A Vulture Best YA Book of 2017 A Buzzfeed Best YA Book of
2017 An ode to Put the Damn Guns Down, this is New York Times bestselling
author Jason Reynolds’s electrifying novel that takes place in sixty potent
seconds—the time it takes a kid to decide whether or not he’s going to murder the
guy who killed his brother. A cannon. A strap. A piece. A biscuit. A burner. A heater.
A chopper. A gat. A hammer A tool for RULE Or, you can call it a gun. That’s what
fifteen-year-old Will has shoved in the back waistband of his jeans. See, his brother
Shawn was just murdered. And Will knows the rules. No crying. No snitching.
Revenge. That’s where Will’s now heading, with that gun shoved in the back
waistband of his jeans, the gun that was his brother’s gun. He gets on the elevator,
seventh floor, stoked. He knows who he’s after. Or does he? As the elevator stops
on the sixth floor, on comes Buck. Buck, Will finds out, is who gave Shawn the gun
before Will took the gun. Buck tells Will to check that the gun is even loaded. And
that’s when Will sees that one bullet is missing. And the only one who could have
fired Shawn’s gun was Shawn. Huh. Will didn’t know that Shawn had ever actually
USED his gun. Bigger huh. BUCK IS DEAD. But Buck’s in the elevator? Just as Will’s
trying to think this through, the door to the next floor opens. A teenage girl gets
on, waves away the smoke from Dead Buck’s cigarette. Will doesn’t know her, but
she knew him. Knew. When they were eight. And stray bullets had cut through the
playground, and Will had tried to cover her, but she was hit anyway, and so what
she wants to know, on that fifth floor elevator stop, is, what if Will, Will with the
gun shoved in the back waistband of his jeans, MISSES. And so it goes, the whole
long way down, as the elevator stops on each floor, and at each stop someone
connected to his brother gets on to give Will a piece to a bigger story than the one
he thinks he knows. A story that might never know an END…if Will gets off that
elevator. Told in short, fierce staccato narrative verse, Long Way Down is a fast
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and furious, dazzlingly brilliant look at teenage gun violence, as could only be told
by Jason Reynolds.

The Outsiders
How can teachers make sure that all students gain the reading skills they need to
be successful in school and in life? In this book, Karen Tankersley describes the six
foundational "threads" that students need to study in order to become effective
readers: phonemic awareness, phonics and decoding, vocabulary, fluency,
comprehension, and higher-order processing. For each area, the author explains
how students acquire the reading skills they need and offers a series of skillbuilding strategies and activities that teachers can use in the classroom. Although
reading is perhaps most intensely taught in the kindergarten and 1st-grade
classrooms, Tankersley emphasizes that helping students become lifelong readers
is a task for all teachers, including content-area teachers in middle and high
schools. The Threads of Reading addresses key questions about literacy, such as *
What makes a difference in reading achievement? * How much reading time is
enough? * How can teachers use writing to build reading skills? * How can teachers
help students make meaning from their reading? The strategies in this book
address many situations, from individual instruction to small- or large-group
instruction, from kindergarten to high school. Teachers will appreciate the
multitude of activities provided, and administrators will learn to better evaluate the
reading programs in place in their districts and schools. Grounded in both research
and "teacher lore" from actual classrooms, this book is a solid guide to helping
students become lifelong readers. Note: This product listing is for the Adobe
Acrobat (PDF) version of the book.

Reading for Meaning
Twenty stories by the Argentine writer are depict life in South America and the
impact of authoritarian power, repression, and disappearances

In a Pickle
Ninth-grader Philip Malloy's suspension for humming "The Star-Spangled Banner"
during homeroom becomes a national news story.

Active Word Play
Making Thinking Visible
Eleanor Estes’s The Hundred Dresses won a Newbery Honor in 1945 and has never
been out of print since. At the heart of the story is Wanda Petronski, a Polish girl in
a Connecticut school who is ridiculed by her classmates for wearing the same
faded blue dress every day. Wanda claims she has one hundred dresses at home,
but everyone knows she doesn’t and bullies her mercilessly. The class feels terrible
when Wanda is pulled out of the school, but by that time it’s too late for apologies.
Maddie, one of Wanda’s classmates, ultimately decides that she is "never going to
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stand by and say nothing again."

Essential Student Book
50 years of an iconic classic! This international bestseller and inspiration for a
beloved movie is a heroic story of friendship and belonging. No one ever said life
was easy. But Ponyboy is pretty sure that he's got things figured out. He knows
that he can count on his brothers, Darry and Sodapop. And he knows that he can
count on his friends—true friends who would do anything for him, like Johnny and
Two-Bit. But not on much else besides trouble with the Socs, a vicious gang of rich
kids whose idea of a good time is beating up on “greasers” like Ponyboy. At least
he knows what to expect—until the night someone takes things too far. The
Outsiders is a dramatic and enduring work of fiction that laid the groundwork for
the YA genre. S. E. Hinton's classic story of a boy who finds himself on the outskirts
of regular society remains as powerful today as it was the day it was first
published. "The Outsiders transformed young-adult fiction from a genre mostly
about prom queens, football players and high school crushes to one that portrayed
a darker, truer world." —The New York Times "Taut with tension, filled with drama."
—The Chicago Tribune "[A] classic coming-of-age book." —Philadelphia Daily News
A New York Herald Tribune Best Teenage Book A Chicago Tribune Book World
Spring Book Festival Honor Book An ALA Best Book for Young Adults Winner of the
Massachusetts Children's Book Award

More Parts
The Acerra family had sixteen children, including twelve ball-playing boys. It was
the 1930s, and many families had lots of kids. But only one had enough to field a
baseball team . . . with three on the bench! The Acerras were the longest-playing
all-brother team in baseball history. They loved the game, but more important,
they cared for and supported each other and stayed together as a team. Nothing
life threw their way could stop them. Full of action, drama, and excitement, this
never-before-told true story is vividly brought to life by Audrey Vernick’s expert
storytelling and Steven Salerno’s stunning vintage-style art.

The Literacy Cookbook
Razzle Dazzle Writing
Amelia Bedelia, the mixed-up maid everyone loves, is up to her old tricks again.
When Mr. and Mrs. Rogers go out for the day and leave a list of jobs for Amelia to
do, she handles them in her usual wacky way.
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES &
HISTORY CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULT FANTASY HISTORICAL FICTION HORROR
LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE FICTION
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